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Something odd is going down with America’s bridges. From an outsider’s perspective, it’s hard not to wonder if there’s a deliberate attempt to target our bridges, or if we’ve
just hit a peak in incompetence thanks to the “DEI” mindset, or maybe our infrastructure is just falling apart right in front of us.

We’ve been keeping tabs on the sorry state of America’s infrastructure for years.

Revolver:

Infrastructure has been a popular cause on the right since Donald Trump’s presidential run began six years ago, and for good reason. If President Trump had
started his first term with a massive bipartisan infrastructure project that included the Wall rather than following GOP hack Paul Ryan’s tax cut agenda, the
country would almost certainly be better off. Spending money to develop America and improve the lives of citizens is a much better use of the country’s wealth
than fighting forever wars in the Hindu Kush or simply keeping half the country on the dole in one form or another.

But there needs to be a degree of realism as well. In the country America has become, it’s never as simple as just spending money on infrastructure instead of
warfare and welfare. Without truly ambitious, far-reaching reforms and a competent, non-corrupt leadership class to implement them, infrastructure is either a
spoils system for special interest clients or simply an expensive effort to maintain a crumbling status quo.

Biden’s Infrastructure Bill Reveals the Poverty of Modern America’s Ambitions

Could it be a mix of all three? Whatever it is, with three bridge-related incidents in just the last week, it’s got a lot of Americans paying attention and asking themselves,
“What the heck is happening?” Naturally, the powers that be are quick to tell us to look away, assuring us lightning-fast that everything is fine and it’s all just one big
coincidence, and if you dare to question anything you see, you’re labeled a tin-foil conspiracy freak.

Sadly, we all saw what happened to the bridge in Baltimore.

Baltimore Francis Scott Key Bridge - BreakdownBaltimore Francis Scott Key Bridge - Breakdown

Shortly after, there was this “spontaneous” fire that just happened to break out under a bridge in Ohio. Just a coincidence, right, folks? Don’t you dare worry about it or
question anything.
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Ohio - “Spontaneous Combustion’ Causes Massive Fire Underneath Valley View BridgeOhio - “Spontaneous Combustion’ Causes Massive Fire Underneath Valley View Bridge

And now, a barge just struck another bridge, this time in Oklahoma on the Arkansas River, where the bridge pillar and the cargo ship were damaged. Again, it’s purely a
coincidence; there’s nothing to see here.

MJTruthUltra:

The U.S. 59 Bridge was Struck by a Barge over the Arkansas River

• The Oklahoma Highway Patrol responded to Sequoyah County after a barge hit a bridge near the Kerr Lock & Dam in Sallisaw, Oklahoma

• US-59 was shut down for a time while investigators responded and inspected the condition of the bridge.

• ODOT says engineers inspected the bridge and declared it safe for travel. The highway has since reopened.

• That channel the barge was traveling through will remain closed until the winds slow down for the beams to be removed from the river, authorities said.
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Fox News:

A large barge hit a bridge over the Arkansas River in Oklahoma prompting a nearby major highway to temporarily close Saturday, the highway patrol said.

According to the Oklahoma Highway Patrol, the barge rammed into the bridge near the Kerr Lock & Dam on Saturday afternoon.

Troopers closed South U.S. Highway 59 about 1:25 p.m. after receiving word of the incident and diverted traffic from the area, state patrol spokesperson Sarah
Stewart said.

There were no reports of injuries on the highway or the barge, Stewart said.

It was not immediately known what caused the barge to hit the bridge.

But, of course, they’re quick to assure us that everything is just fine and we’re not under any sort of attack. At this point, it’s a choice between taking the “experts” word for it
or trusting what you see with your own eyes.

Your choice.
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Now Baltimore is really feeling  intentional.

US-59 bridge in Sallisaw, Oklahoma struck by a 
barge
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If you’ve been watching closely, these bridge incidents are starting to feel a lot like the recent wave of train derailments and those food manufacturing plants that were
catching fire all over the place. It was like someone decided to have a massive barbecue and forgot to invite us.

Remember when all the food processing plants mysteriously were exploding & catching on fire one after another? It will be interesting to keep an eye on United
States main infrastructure across the country the next several months..

— 🔥 KC 🔥 (@KCPayTreeIt) March 26, 2024
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The Honorable Matt Walsh
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Train derailments
Supply chain crisis
Planes falling apart in the sky
Ships crashing into bridges 

I don't know the cause of this latest catastrophe but 
the overall picture is quite bleak
9:39 AM · Mar 26, 2024

18.4K Reply Share

Read 1.4K replies

Something’s off; there’s no doubt about it. Now, we’re not here to spread baseless claims, but trusting what you see and hear yourself has its strong points. Think about it—if
folks had been more skeptical of the “experts” during the whole COVID mess, we might have come out the other side in much better shape.
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Fred Stevens

Reply

− ⚑

9 days ago

Democrats are the enemy.

 43  0

Joe citizen  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

8 days ago

They both are. Can't you see it yet? Our side( Republicans) do nothing to stop the
madness. They still want to fund the Ukraine war while world war III is about to happen.

 15  0

Joy Reid’s Trump Wig  

Reply

− ⚑> Joe citizen

8 days ago

It amazes me how people miss this point. The GOP is complicit.

 13  0

DaleInOklahoma  

Reply

− ⚑> Joy Reid’s Trump Wig

8 days ago

Yes, if people are still in the Rep vs Dem mode then they are still
clueless and not helpful.

 12  0

nhf  

Reply

− ⚑> DaleInOklahoma

6 days ago  edited

/'[][;;......;[=-[[[[-[-------They are hiding this from you, unreal...
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 1  0

JordanMadyson  

Reply

− ⚑> DaleInOklahoma

7 days ago

You can search for online jobs on WBRoles. If you are not sure what
position you are looking for, hf here is a list of online jobs that require
more or less experience: 999USD in day.
.
.
here... WB18Roles.blogspot.com/?/hf
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Fred Stevens  − ⚑> Joe citizen

8 days ago

LOL There is always a back bencher who makes a comment like this
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Reply

LOL There is always a back bencher who makes a comment like this.
Yes. The Republicans are feckless morons who are basically a controlled
opposition.
But literally every Democrat is an enemy. Not just the politicians and bureaucrats,
all of them. Right down to your neighbor with the Bidet yard sign. All. Of. Them.
Try to stay focused on the enemy.

 5  0

Joe citizen  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

8 days ago

Both of them. I'm a tea party founder. They are the same enemy.

 7  0

Slugger McBuster  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

8 days ago  edited

It's all Uniparty these days. With a few exceptions that are treated as
pariahs by the political class.

The parties are hand-in-glove, although the GOP makes sure to
articulate "disapproval" to keep the fundraising alive and kicking. Just
need to look at all the spending bills that get rammed through,
containing not only pork but anti-citizen, anti-constitutional policy and
outright sabotage.

Try to stay focused on the nauseating reality.

 3  0

Fred Stevens  

Reply

− ⚑> Slugger McBuster

8 days ago

You seem to have missed the point. Read better.
Here's the short version: All Democrats are defective people. Even the
citizenry.

 6  0

Beijing yank  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

5 days ago

But there’s a fathers love!
⛺

 0  0

CommiesRbabies  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

7 days ago

I could argue republicans are worse.. They lie to our faces to get elected
then do the exact same thngs democrats do..

 0  1

Fred Stevens  

Reply

− ⚑> CommiesRbabies

7 days ago

Swing and a miss. Read my comment.

 0  0

Beijing yank  − ⚑> Fred Stevens

5 days ago

Check out my new door knocker!
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see more

Reply 0  0

TinfoilElder  

Reply

− ⚑> Joe citizen

7 days ago

Democrats are Communists. But it gets worse, because now Mike Johnson is
said to have a plan to give billions to Ukraine and call it a loan. Republicans are
controlled opposition.

 2  0

goobins  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

8 days ago

Politicians are the enemy.

 7  0

Rock  

Reply

− ⚑> goobins

8 days ago

tax payer or terror �nancier ?

 2  0

rust  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

9 days ago

Democrats are the enemy: they are trying to turn the Republic into a democracy.

 17  6

Robert E Hartley  

Reply

− ⚑> rust

8 days ago

Democrats are trying to turn the Republic into a democracy by weaponizing the
justice department against their political rivals, importing a peasant army for our
next civil war, suppressing our 1st Amendment rights, crushing the 2nd
Amendment and gutting our Constitution. Clearly Democrats don't know how a
Democracy works.

 11  0

rust  

Reply

− ⚑> Robert E Hartley

8 days ago

Thank you for your exposition on motives and their 'strategy'. I hesitate
to call it thus, as it is simply motivated from jealousy, a desire to acquire
and to dominate. Commies are nothing more than petty tyrants with a
gang. You have a special power that I lack: you may vote.

 7  0

RightSideForums.com  

Reply

− ⚑> rust

8 days ago

Like the North Korean democracy, right comrade?

 10  1

rust  

Reply

− ⚑> RightSideForums.com

8 days ago

Frankly, I have no idea what your rabbitting on about. Are you
suggesting I'm a mentally ill socialist/communist like you? I have no
fantasies about Venezuela's Bus Driver or N Korea's Rocket Man. How
do you manage to write when you have one hand on your tiny dick?
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JennicaJoisse  − ⚑> rust

8 days ago
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Reply

you can search for online jobs on WBRoles $18500 Month. If you re not
sure what kind of roles to look for, e here’s a list of online jobs to
consider that require little or no experience:

Here..... WBRoles.blogspot.com/?/e
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Doug  

Reply

− ⚑> rust

9 days ago

...in the G.D.R. sense of the word.

 2  0

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

8 days ago

However this article is a bunch of BS. How many ports are there in the world? How many
large vessels traverse these thoroughfares a year?Boating accidents happen.

Go down and watch Galveston Bay marine tra�c any afternoon. There are more large
(VERY) freighters than you can imagine. Every 2 minutes another one.Guess what? Like
trains they dont stop on dimes...and they are very hard to turn.

 1  4

The other Ben  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

8 days ago

Naw son, they don't all happen rapid-�re like this.

 4  1

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> The other Ben

8 days ago

Of course they do.

 0  5

dman  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

8 days ago

I been 70 years. I pay attention. These repeated "coincidences" in
various areas of strategic commerce does not happen. Period.
Don't be naive,

 5  0

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> dman

7 days ago

Actually they do. Your 'period' mean jack shirt. Are you that easily
manipulated???

 0  5

Horatio Bunce  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

8 days ago  edited

Why yes! Every single day I read about bridges being wiped out by ship
and barge tra�c. It is a wonder we have any bridges left standing.

 2  0

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> Horatio Bunce

8 days ago  edited

What other brides have been "wiped out"? Oh none yet you pretend to be
a marine expert based on a stupid click bait article.

I study marine accidents. They are a dime a dozen.
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CommiesRbabies  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago

go away fbi guy
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Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> CommiesRbabies

7 days ago

Wtf is wrong with you. I have an open posting history. Ten times more
upvotes. All conservative posts.

 0  0

Horatio Bunce  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago

None, and stop lying. In one post you claim bridges get wiped out "rapid
�re". Now you claim they don't. Which is it, skippy?

 0  0

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> Horatio Bunce

7 days ago

NO wonder nobody agrees with you

 0  0

DaleInOklahoma  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

8 days ago

Show some examples then if you will. Educate along the way.

 1  0

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> DaleInOklahoma

7 days ago

Go to Instagram type in quali�ed caprain. Look for bridge accidents.
100' listed

Boats ramming bridges is a top cause of marine fatalities in Florida.
1 fall over and drown
2 collusion
3 hitting bridge

 0  1

DaleInOklahoma  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago

Here's you a list of bridge collapses due to ships hitting them in the US
from 1960-2015, there were 7 in 55 years. The only thing close to 'rapid
�re' incidents was in 1993 when there were 2. Worldwide during that
time there were only 35, hardly common by my standards.
https://apnews.com/article/...

 2  1

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> DaleInOklahoma

7 days ago

Dude stupid can you be. We had ONE bridge collapse. Boas bridges
happens all the time

 0  0

DaleInOklahoma  − ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago

Sorry, I don't use Instagram or any other brain killing social media. But
thank you for trying to point out all the constant bridge collapse
mayhem. A few questions about your list of 3... 1) Huh? 2) Who is in on
this bridge disaster collusion? 3) Is there a difference between a boat
hitting a bridge and a huge tanker, with backup steering systems and
carrying thousands of containers bringing a bridge down? BTW...if your
research and knowledge comes from Instagram, I'd keep that to myself.
But then I know that Instagram is probably a way better place to get
facts than say a place like Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission...those bozos claim "Florida had 735 boating accidents in
2022, 16 fewer than in 2021. A total of 65 people lost their lives in these
accidents, �ve more than the previous year. Since 2003, falls overboard
has been the leading type of fatal accident, with drowning as the
leading cause of death. Of the drowning victims, 81% were not wearing
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Reply

a life jacket." I can't believe they forgot to mention the bridges that
caused these accidents!! They should check Instagram.
https://myfwc.com/news/all-...

 0  0

thee1truth  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

9 days ago

FULL HOMOGENIZED AMERICA SOUNDING NAMES ARE ALWAYS TROLL FARMERS AND
FOREIGN TERRORISTS

 1  11

Fred Stevens  

Reply

− ⚑> thee1truth

9 days ago

You murder innocent Americans and your party is at war against the Bill of
Rights.

You are subhuman scum.

 11  0

thee1truth  

Reply

− ⚑> Fred Stevens

9 days ago

YOU ARE RUSSIAN SPY

 2  10

David Darby  

Reply

− ⚑> thee1truth

8 days ago

LOL. Russia isn't our enemy. The CIA is. Putin is the adult in the room.

 4  1

thee1truth  

Reply

− ⚑> David Darby

8 days ago

ITS NO LONGER A SECRET THAT YOU ARE A FOREIGN ESPIONAGE
AGENT AND HAVE NEVER SET FOOT IN AMERICA

 0  2

DaleInOklahoma  − ⚑> thee1truth

8 days ago

I see you �nally read the new best seller "Everyone I Disagree With Is A
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